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Early Childhood Development Community of Practice
MEETING HIGHLIGHTS 20 October 2020
Virtual Meeting

WELCOME AND PURPOSE
Patsy Pillay (KZN BRIDGE Champion) facilitated the final National BRIDGE ECD CoP
meeting for 2020. The purpose of this CoP was to get members to:




Interact with the law in order to understand the legal framework and how it affects their
work.
Understand the processes and mechanisms available to those in the ECD sector in order to
influence the law to better serve them.
Strengthen and advance active citizenship within the sector.

The focus was on the Children’s Act and the Children’s Act Amendment Bill. The aim was also to
help members get this bill to their constituencies and to the grassroots by putting it in a simpler
form. The sector needs to understand what the Bill proposes, the impact thereof and how they
can influence parliamentary processes by making submissions as part of the public comment
process before the Bill becomes law.
As BRIDGE represents a number of organisations and holds provincial CoP meetings, it is
important not only to submit comments, but to facilitate a session where the legal framework in
which the ECD sector operates can be unpacked.
DISCUSSION
How does the Children’s Act and ECD regulations influence your work? Explain how they have
made your work easy or difficult.
To kick-start this session, participants reflected on how the legal framework affects them and
their work. There was general agreement that as a sector, we do not know enough about the
legal framework, its processes and how we can participate in it. Below are a few quotes from CoP
members.
Pam Picken – “We have not paid it enough attention over the years. The legislation underpins all
the work we do and will underpin the way in which government responds to ECD, so unless we
get the At right nothing else is going to fall into place.”
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Rex Molefe – “It is critical to understand how law is formulated and how the legislation impacts
our work. Once we understand this it will be easier for us as the sector to advance the interests
of the sector.”
Ruby Motaung – “It is dangerous to assume that every person in the ECD space understands
these acts and policies and their implications. ECD activism needs to be based on a sound
understanding of the legal framework by the people who are leading the sector, and of the
policies which can protect children under our guard.”
Zaheera Mohamed – “We have been able to develop good expansion models and modalities for
ECD that are both cost-effective and easy to expand. But cost-effective, quick expansion is often
hampered by the legal framework which doesn’t allow for the quick expansion of certain types
of modalities. The way the regulatory system is designed is counter-intuitive to government’s
objective of expanding ECD and access to all children.”
Mandla Nkosi – “The challenge is when the very implementers of the act or regulation seem to
be way off the mark in terms of understanding the policies and their intentions.”

PRESENTATIONS ON THE CHILDREN’S ACT AND THE CHILDREN’S
ACT AMENDMENT BILL
THE CHILDREN’S ACT – LIZETTE BERRY
Lizette Berry, a senior researcher from the Children’s Institute, briefly touched on the
Children’s Act and explored some of the challenges affecting the ECD sector as a result of the
Act. She noted that we have a very solid and progressive constitution which affords children the
right to basic nutrition, shelter etc. It supports the idea that a range of services should be made
available in order to promote and strengthen ECD. We also have the National Integrated ECD
Policy of 2015 which is meant to entrench these provisions for children. The policy refers to
putting in place a comprehensive, age and stage appropriate quality ECD programme that should
be accessible to all infants, young children and their care givers.

Key elements of the policy:





Sets out a multi-sectoral, enabling policy and legal framework which includes
provisioning for national, provincial and local government spheres.
Defines a comprehensive ECD programme (maternal and child health and nutrition,
parent support, social protection, early learning and childcare, information).
Ensures that relevant role players are identified and sets out roles and responsibilities.
Sets out the parameters to establish national leadership and coordinating structures.
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What the sector needs to focus on is the enabling and implementation of the policy framework,
which can be facilitated through legal provisions and Acts. An understanding of how these can
be influenced is therefore very important.
Overview of the Children’s Act:

Problematic definitions:
Definitions and terms in the Act can create confusion. The Act distinguishes between ECD
services and ECD Programmes:




An ECD service intends to promote the development of children from birth to school
going age; however, a programme is planned within an ECD service and intends to
provide learning and support suitable to a child’s level of development – it is essentially
thought of as the learning content or curriculum in a learning environment.
The policy makes reference to ECD programmes as modalities in the form of toy libraries,
playgroups, parenting programmes and so on, which contradicts this understanding.

The key question is whether these terminologies used in the Children’s Act remain useful and
relevant within our current context and in the ways in which we are providing ECD services.

Partial care and ECD programmes:
The Act has divided Partial Care and ECD Programmes:
1. There is one chapter that refers to partial care facilities/ECD Centres – this is for the
provision of services to more than six children. The Act provides a specific set of
registration requirements, norms and standards and also stipulates that there are
structural, health and other requirements that need to be met which includes
municipality requirements, environmental health standards and by-laws.
2. In a separate chapter, the Act refers to ECD Programmes (programmes that are
embedded within ECD services.) There is a set of registration requirements and norms
and standards but it doesn’t make specific distinction between different models or
modes of service delivery such as toy library, parenting and play group programmes.
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Conditional registration:
This is permitted within the Act and both ECD programmes and partial care/Centres can be
conditionally registered. The intention here is that DSD can provide for support to allow
programmes and centres to progressively comply where they are not meeting the requirements.
However, however, there is no clear process for conditional registration, it is applied
inconsistently across provinces, and is not being widely utilised.

The power to assist:
This is a key element within the Children’s Act:

This provision is under-utilised and there is no clear process for implementation. This is a missed
opportunity to offer support to providers that are not meeting the requirements as they do not
have the resources.

Funding limits – a vicious cycle
The Act makes provision for certain requirements that need to be met in order for ECD providers
to be able to qualify for funding. However, first they need to meet the norms and standards and
other requirements; yet many do not have the financial resources to do this. Once they qualify
for funding, they would then be able to receive the child subsidy.
One of the requirements for
accessing/applying for funding is that
service providers need to be registered
which means they need to meet all of the
requirements. If a provider does not have
the means to meet all of the
requirements, funding cannot be accessed.
This is a vicious cycle, because without
funding, norms and standards cannot be
met and registration is unachievable. This
is a dire issue that the sector is facing –
only one third of providers are able to
meet standards and qualify for funding
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while two thirds can’t meet norms and standards and therefore cannot access funding.
“This is an important juncture where we have an opportunity to provide input into the legal
process and to ensure that the Act does advance ECD and is supportive of the different forms
and types of ECD services that we are providing across the country.” – Lizette Berry
Click here to see Lizette’s full presentation.

THE CHILDREN’S AMENDMENT BILL – NURINA ALLY
Nurina Ally, a lecturer in the Department of Public Law at the University of Cape Town, gave
the CoP a presentation on the current Children’s Amendment Bill (B18-2020). At the end of
August 2020, the DSD introduced a Bill into parliament for consideration. On the 19th October
2020, the Bill was published for public comment and this process will run up until the 27th
October 2020. We all have a chance to input on what we think about the Bill. Thereafter it will
go through further aspects of the legislative process, including the provincial processes. Once
they have considered inputs from the provinces and from the public comment process,
parliament can pass proposed changes into law.
We are right now in the midst of an opportunity to make meaningful comments in this
process!
New element on ECD Centres in the Bill:
The Bill retains the distinction between partial care and ECD programmes but it also introduces
a new part entirely dedicated to ECD Centres. This is the first time in the legislation that there
is a definition for an Early Childhood Development Centre, as follows:
A centre that provides an early childhood development programme for more than six children
from birth to school-going age.
Because the Bill retains partial care and ECD programmes, the introduction of this new
category – which includes various provisions which are very similar to partial care – seems to
create some duplication, which is concerning. Initially there was optimism with the
introduction of a specific category focussed on ECD centres, as this might mean that there
would be streamlining and a more comprehensive approach to ECD; however, instead, this is
creating a lot of overlap and potentially even more complexity.

Key Issues with the Bill:


Registration – The ECD sector needs a simpler one-step registration process that can be
easily used by providers and officials. The Bill will make registration more onerous and
may require triple registration because:
o partial care and ECD programmes remain in the Bill
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o

partial care facilities that provide ECD programmes will still need to be registered
twice.

Due to the overlapping definitions between partial care and ECD centres, it seems that an
ECD programme provider would then also need to register as an ECD centre.


Recognition of different types of ECD programme providers – At the moment there is a
one size fits all approach. The Bill makes this position even more entrenched, as
definition of an ECD centre doesn’t make provision for different modalities of ECD
programme provisioning.



Norms and standards – These need to be streamlined. The sector needs simpler,
adequate health and safety standards and the removal of duplication between provincial
and local government requirements. Not only does the Bill retain the onerous norms and
standards, but because of the way in which it has copied certain provisions from partial
care and programmes into ECD centres, it may actually result in more duplication.



Conditional registration – There is a need for a coherent and enabling conditional
registration framework. The Children’s Act is not as clear as it should be regarding the
purpose and mechanism of conditional registration, which is made even worse under the
Bill because the Bill uses different phrases across different sections of provision relating
to ECD and partial care. We now not only have ‘conditional registration’, we have
‘registration with conditions’ and ‘conditions relating to registration’ all being used in
various ways in different parts of the legislation.



Assistance – The Bill makes prioritising support to ECD providers in poor communities
discretionary. Under the current Act there is at least a provision that says that provincial
officials must prioritise funding to certain providers, mainly those servicing poor
communities. Under the Bill the ‘must’ has turned into a ‘may’, which is worrying
because this makes it optional rather than mandatory. It also appears that assistance to
partial care facilities has been narrowed because the ‘power to assist’ provisions that
would provide support to partial care facilities are now being limited to some extent.



Infrastructure support – The infrastructure needs of the sector must be explicitly
supported; this is not in the current Bill, but it is not prohibited either. Under the Bill
there is the potential that infrastructure funding support to partial care facilities run from
private properties are going to be prohibited, which would appear to be a regressive
measure.

Gaps:
The Bill doesn’t speak about the migration of ECD services and doesn’t seem to have been
drafted with that in mind. In addition, it doesn’t speak to some of the core issues that the
NIECDP of 2015 mentions.
Click here to see Nurina’s full presentation.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
Norma Rudolph – What are implications of providing one month for comment from the sector
in the current context of Covid-19? Whose voices will count?
Nurina Ally – Given the complexity of the framework, it is a tight timeframe but it is not
unusual for that to be the period of time given for comment. It seems unlikely that they would
extend the timeframe as this is the norm.
Badi – The Bill makes no mention of the function shift. How can they to continue to change
the law but not include any mention of the function shift?
Nurina Ally – This is complex as the DBE may be planning for the migration to place in different
phases, and in the short-term there may be a proclamation that moves over some of the
functions to DBE. There has not been much progress on the shift or much information released,
but the thinking is that there will be a much broader shift that must happen. A concern is that
it seems as if DBE has not been properly engaged in the process of drafting The Children’s
Amendment Bill, so we may have a process where DBE is contemplating very large scale
reforms which don’t mesh with some of the provisions of the Bill. However, not all parts of the
migration depend on legislative amendments and it may be possible to make some legislative
amendments without it impacting the migration.
Poonam Dwarkaram – Who are the drafters of this Bill? We would like to know the
evidence/research that has gone into making these changes; some of the concerns voiced here
have been in the ECD sector for years, and these only seem to be escalating in terms of the
duplications, onerous health and safety requirements, lack of support etc.
Lizette Berry – We are feeling equally frustrated with the results and lack of response to
previous submissions and inputs into the legal process. It does seem that one puts forward
recommendations and the department’s legal drafters then turn these upside-down. It is a very
tricky process, and one that needs careful advocacy, and we need people with legal expertise
to be able to navigate that process.
Zaheera Mohamed – Do we have an option in the interim of putting pressure on just to get the
norms and standards to change? This is not a parliamentary process, it is just getting the
minister to agree to and setting a new standard. This is a quick win that we can achieve.
Cameron Cyster – In terms of the provision made for DSD HODs to assist ECD centres to
register, is it clear (i) what is the process for this? (Is it up to the ECD centre to apply for
assistance or is it up to the Department to identify these centres?); and (ii) Do we know why
this provision is not being implemented?
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WAY FORWARD ON ECD LEGISLATIVE REFORM – TESS PEACOCK
The final presentation was given by Tess Peacock, an ECD activist. She noted that
there is a widely shared vision in the sector – we all want children to thrive, access
inclusive, holistic and quality ECD services and access early learning development
opportunities, but this vision has to be facilitated by an effective legal system.
An enabling legal system means that those who want to be registered can access registration
without huge barriers; that ECD services and programmes are effectively registered so that
children are safe and protected; and that children who need it can access the early learning
subsidy. However, as we can see we don’t have an effective legal system and we are left with
these challenges:
 Unattainable registration requirements
 A complicated dual registration process
 Pro-poor mechanisms in the Act such as the power to assist that are not being effectively
utilised
 Gaps in the policy that have not found legal expression in The Children’s Act.
A lot of people have been advocating for major reform in the ECD sector, but we do not seem
to be gaining traction. There is a consensus in the ECD sector that we need a comprehensive,
well considered and holistic reform when it comes to the legal regime, and this is not
illustrated in The Children’s Amendment Bill.
How can we use the parliamentary process of the public comments submissions process to
push for the real reform that we think is required for a thriving ECD sector?

There are 5 key reforms (see below) that can potentially be lobbied around as an actual
campaign that the sector gets behind in communicating and participating in the parliamentary
process.
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Real Reform Campaign
A campaign has been put together for real reform for ECD. This is now live on the website
www.ecdreform.org.za .
The campaign is a work in progress and the idea was to workshop the campaign with the CoP
and take into account the recommendations/ comments made. You can join the campaign by
visiting the website. A steering committee will be put in place for proper and democratic
governance of the campaign’s operations.
The idea is to galvanise the sector into participating in the parliamentary and public comment
process. ECD centres that can’t register due to the many norms and standards that they can’t
meet are encouraged to join the campaign: it is important that their stories are shared and
captured so that the realities and experiences of the ECD sector can be communicated to the
parliamentarians and committee members. These realities need to be fed into any
consideration of the Bill by decision-makers.
“We really want to see the ECD sector actively participating in this parliamentary process, so
we have tried to make the process easier – all the information you need will be on the website,
and will include templates for submissions.” – Tess Peacock
How to support the campaign?

Click here to see Tess’s full presentation.

DISCUSSION
Ian Harrison – How do we make government aware of these issues because
ultimately they need to be on board with the kind of changes that the ECD
sector would be requesting?
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Pam Picken – The Bill is so flawed and needs such substantive change that it might be more
effective to campaign for it being stopped all together until the changes can be made,
particularly in view of the function shift?
Tess Peacock – The Bill is part of many other changes in the Children’s Act and those changes
need to be processed as part of a constitutional court judgement process. This means that
putting the whole Bill on hold wouldn’t be possible, as it’s tied into other aspects and other
obligations that the government
needs to fulfil. We could “We want to at the very least ensure some incremental wins
potentially say “don’t pass the during the amendment process. When putting together the draft
submissions, two types of draft submissions will be developed.
ECD processes” and let’s go back
One will be an incremental reform submission and the second
to the drawing board. The
will be a bigger reform submission to start the process of
concern with that approach is providing solutions to challenges.” Tess Peacock
that this would take a long time;
we also need to note that this
isn’t just a national government process that will be required If we want real reform for ECD.
The process has to involve the Department of Health and the health standards that are
published under that National Health Act, local government and local government processes in
terms of bylaws and the National Legislation. This is a lengthy process and maybe we need to
work in phases.

WAY FORWARD






BRIDGE will be making a submission to the campaign and encourages all CoP members to
make similar submissions. BRIDGE can assist with the submission process if need be.
Those that sit on the ECD Intersectoral Steering Committee will have a focussed
discussion on the campaign, and plan to take that to the broader civil society members.
A summary of the discussion will be provided to the CECDN (SA Congress for ECD, NECDA
and BRIDGE) to support the campaign.
Kayin Scholtz mentioned the possibility of another webinar for people to join to draw
attention to the campaign.
The chat from the CoP which includes recommendations will be made into a synthesised
document.

CLOSE
As this was the last CoP for 2020, the facilitator Patsy Pillay thanked all participants for their
engagement. She also thanked the ECD Reference Group made up of Rex Molefe, Sophia de
Beer, Louise Erasmus, Andrea Sciarappa, and Khuthala Mnguni for their assistance with
creating the agenda for CoP meetings. Lastly, Patsy thanked Thandeka for organising the CoP
meetings and Melissa King, Jade Pieterse and Craig Johnson from BRIDGE for their work behind
the scenes.
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Facilitator: Patsy Pillay
LIST OF PARTICIPANTS
Name:
Andrea Sciarappa
Anna Kedibone
Mathaila
Anna Talbot
Anuschka Mouton
Ashleen Marcus
Barbara Valentine
Beverly Wilson
Cameron Cyster
Candy Goodlad
Carol van der Rheede
Christine Waldie
Colleen Osborne

Organisation name:
Tools for Schools

E-mail address:
andrea@toolsforschool.net

mathailaannahkedibone@gmail.com

South African Congress for ECD

Rhodes University
Occupational Therapist Consultant
IESA
ITEC
Professional Child Care College (PTY)
LTD
DGMT

a.talbot@ru.ac.za
admin@piff.co.za
ashleen@included.org.za
altheaburne@gmail.com
collis@global.co.za

HCI Foundation
Lesedi Educare Association
Midlands Community College

Daniel Hutchinson

Prinshof School, Tshwane

Daniels colleen
Deirdre Oosthuizen
Diana Straw
Dipuo Lekhethe
Dr Pat Moodley
Elizabeth Van Wyk
Erika Jooste
Esther Sithole
Felicity James
Giuliana Bland
Grant Titus
Hasina Mahomed
Hope Ntuli
Huldah Barnard
Ian Harrison
Jade Pieterse
Jeffrey Wienand
Jennie Hoff
Joan Orr
Julie
Khumbuzile Mathe
Lauren Cohen
Linda Biersteker
Lindiwe Tukane
Lindy Harris

Gerards ECD
NELRU
KELRU
DBE
Van Wyk and Associates
Penreach
Child Care College
Jim Joel Fund / OMT
IESA
Alpha Primary School
Custoda Trust
Little 5 Sandton Nursery School
BRIDGE
Preschools4Africa
PACSEN
Opty Baby
Singakwenza
Department of Education
Little Kings and Queens
Bulungula Incubator

Cameron@dgmt.co.za
director@midlandscommunitycollege.co.za
cvanderrheede@hcifoundation.co.za
lesedi@connix.co.za
ecd@midlandscommunitycollege.co.za
danielandblessing@gmail.com; 083-3215017
gerardsecdcenter@gmail.com
deirdre@opti-baby.co.za
elru@mweb.co.za
kelru@iafrica.com
pat.moodley1@gmail.com
elisabeth@vanwykandassociates.com
Erika.Jooste@sesame.org
esithole@penryn.co.za
felicity@childcarecollege.co.za
giulianab@omt.org.za
monitoring@included.org.za
aprimary@gmail.com
hope@pwap.org.za
custodamail@gmail.com
ian@little5sandton.co.za
jade@bridge.org.za
Jeffrey@pwap.org.za
jennie@pacsen.co.za
home@orr.co.za
julie@singakwenza.co.za
Khumbuzile.mathe@kzndoe.gov.za
littlekqacademy@gmail.com
linda.biersteker2@gmail.com
lindiwe@bulungulaincubator.org
lindyharris.flying@gmail.com
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Lisa Januario
Lorraine Martin
Lucy Thornton
Lungile Mdluli
Magdelize Janse Van
Vuuren
Mandla Nkosi
Marcel Undiedt
MN Badi
Natalie Gross
NOMVUYO MUNYU
nora saneka
Ntombi Mxenge
Pam Picken
patsy pillay
Phakama Mzileni
Poonam Dwarkaram
Pretty Matsane
Puleng Motsoeneng
Rebecca Wakeford
Rosemary Cromarty
Ruby Motaung
Sophia De Beer
Sophy Maleswene
Steven le Roux
Sue Philpott
Terry Morgan
Thandi Vinolia Mdaka
Theresa Giorza
Theresa Tigere
Tseli Scharer
Tshego Ramotsietsane
Vanessa Mentor
Wondra Pretorius
Zorina Dharsey

ECD Uplitfments
Birch Academy

Â Play Learn Win
GREATER SOWETO ASSOCIATION
FOR ECD
Curro Holdings
Ubunye
SA Montessori Association

Do More Foundation
New Beginnings Training and
Development

Buscor
Midlands Community College
North West University
ECD Activist
Department of Education
Project Literacy
Disability Action Research Team,
Pmb
Thusanang Trust
Cotlands
Wits University
Humana People to People
Ntataise Lowveld
Hi hopes
Read Education Trust
Primary Science Programme (PSP)

Lisa@ecdupliftmentprojects.co.za
info@birchacademy.co.za
lucythornton1@gmail.com
lungilem@afrikatikkun.org
magdelizejansevanvuuren@gmail.com
greatersoweto4ecd@gmail.com
marcel.u@curro.co.za
badi@ubunyefoundation.co.za
nat.rep@samontessori.org.za
siyakholwatrans@gmail.com
nora.ramsden@gmail.com
matshangisa@gmail.com
pam@leadershipindevelopment.co.za
patsyp@intekom.co.za
phacksmzileni@gmail.com
poonam@letcee.org
pmatsane@buscor.co.za
pmotsoeneng@ntataise.co.za
projects@midlandscommunitycollege.co.za
rosemarywildsmith@gmail.com
nokwanda@tree-ecd.co.za
sophiadebeer@gmail.com
sophymaleswene@gmail.com
steven@projectliteracy.org.za
PhilpottSue@gmail.com
Terrymorgan@thusanangtrust.org.za
thandi@cotlands.org
Theresa.Giorza@wits.ac.za
theresa@hpp-sa.org
Tseli@ntatlowveld.org.za
tshegor88@gmail.com
vanessa@afrikatikkun.org
wondrap@read.co.za
zorina@psp.org.za
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